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found in the pseudoscalar meson theory with pseudoscalar coupling that the virtual nucleon pair formation is strongly damped by the inertia of the self-field of a nucleon. Consequently, at low energies, the s state meson scattering which occurs through the virtual nucleon pair formation is weakened and the p state scattering without the pair formation is relatively enhanced since the latter is almost undamped.
This effect leads to a better qualitative undetstanding of the nature of pions in terms of the pseudOscalar meson theory with pseudoscalar coupling. Further it is also the case for the nuclear forces. 2) Bearing in mind of these successes we shall estimate this effect on the gamma-decay of a neutral pion. The motivation of this work is for the foilowing reasons: (a) In pion reactions involving real nucleons such as pion-nucleon scattering and nuclear forces, the transition amplitudes are partially damped. On the other hand, the gamma-decay of a neutral pion will be totally damped since this process cannot take place without the virtual nucleon pair formation.
The life-time of a neutral pion calculated by the lowest order perturbation theory is given by
where g2/4nftc is the coupling constant for the pionnucleon interaction. If we adopt the value g2/4n ft c = 10-20 deduced from other reactions, the formula
(1) gives a too short life-time compared with the experimental ones, i.e. 10-14_10-15 sec .. 3) We may anticipate that the inertial effect will remedy this dicrepancy.
(b) Similarly, the matrix elements for would also be damped, if the decays would take place through the viatual nucleon pair formation.4) The calculatlon was made as follows: First we replace the nucleon propagator SP' by the modified function S p' the concrete expression of which has already been given by several authors.5) Such a partial insertion of higher order contributions generally violates the gauge invariance.6) However, ,[ is not the case for the present process owing to the special situation that the only possible Lorentz invariant form of the transition matrix for n°-+2r is ",EH which is already gauge invariant, i.e. Lorentz invariant calculations always lead to gauge invariant results for this special process.
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We write the modified propagator in the form
where a and 6 are the functioDS of p2 and do not invOlve r matrices. By neglecting terms of ordet of (/J/M)2 compared to unity, the problem is reduced to the evaluation ·of an integral of the form M= \ (dp)f (p2, a, 6 ).
The problem is still considetably COJIlplicated and we further approximate this expression by expanding the integrand around certain values of a= (a) and 6 = (6).
The values (a) and (6) are so chosen as f . . (dp)(a-<a»-88 f=r (dP)(6-<6»-88 f=O,
and M is approximately given by
In 
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M= ) (dp) [j(p2, (a) The values (a) and (6) are so chosen as f . . (dp)(a-<a»-88 f=r (dP) (6-<6»-88 
In this way the corrected life-time for nO .... 2r is given by r=1.2 x 10-15 sec. (8)* for the value of the coupling constant g2/4nftc=10. From this result one can see that the correction is in the favourable direction and we may infer that the inertial damping effect leads us to a better qualitative understanding of the nature of pions Dot only for processes involving real nucleons but also for processes without real nucleons.
